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JVC JRS201 is rated at 35 watts per channel RMS
both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 20kHz.
with no more than 0.03 THD The .JVC incorpor-
ates a DC power amplifier which can amplify much
lower frequencies than conventional amplifiers The
JRS201 offers a full graphic equalizer built in so you

can compensate in five different "tone zones" for
poor room accoustics. sluggish speaker response, etc.
The JRS201 has an advanced tuner circuitry to make
both AM and YM reception sensitive and noise free
The JVC JLA20 This dependable auto return belt
drive turntable uses a JVC synchronous mo
tor for silent operation Wow and flutter less than
0 0o' (WRMS) and signal to noise ratio better
than o3dB (Dm B)

ADC XLM MK II cartridge, a remarkable phono
cartridge for this system
APOLLO 8853 speakers featuring twin matched
8" woofers for deep solid bass response, a fS" mid

range and a 3" tweeter The entire system, reg 839 00
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The Pioneer SE 205 are value

packed stereo headphones with
a rich bass response and over-
all high performance The head-

band of the SE205 can be ad
lusted, and with the specially
designed ear cups, the SE205
will assure comfort for long lis-

tening periods Reg. 30 00

Discwasher System, the superior record cleaner The D3

system has the ability to pick up rather than line up dust;
and together with the exclusive D3 fluid cleans fragments
and other contaminations. Reg $15 9.99
Stylus cleaner, the SC-- uses nylon bristles bound to

gether in a specific density to provide enough cleaning sur-

faces to clean your stylus properly In addition, the SC 1

has a magnifying mirror opposite brush for convenient in-

spection of stylus Regularly $6 4.99
Zerostat is the ultimate anti-stati- c device By actual mea
surement. all records possess an internal static charge and
only Zerostat effectively reduces this charge and eliminates
dust attracting static Regularly $20 18.99

Discorganizer, walnut tray with smoked dust cover Stores
Discwasher accessories Reg 11 99 9.99

z. D3 fluid, regularly 189 1.49
8-o- reg 8 99 6.99 16-o- z reg $16 12.99
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Dynasound record style stores
up to 30 single LP albums Made
of high impact plastic Hook
together for a full shelf storage
unit Regularly 4 99
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A great gift idea for cassette collectors This Dyna sound

cassette storage library holds 15 cassettes Has hinged
dust cover, push button selection and is of attractive high

impact plastic Regularly 16 99
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3)We're just perfect for you

45th and Vine Street Shop Seven Days A Week O Use Your Visa and Master Charge at RG


